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1. Introduction. 

In this paper, we treat the response of a closed loop control system under a 

periodic input, free oscillations of which are of the self-sustained type caused by 

nonlinear characteristic of the element of the control circuit, which consists of 

the nonlinear integral action controlling means with cubic characteristic, propor

tional measuring means and two-capacity process with self-regulation. 

2. Control Equation. 

The equation of the controlled system is: 

b2(i; + b1 ip +bocp = r1µ + r211 (2.1) 

where cp : controlled variable, µ : manipulated variable, 

a: disturbance, ri, r 2, b2, bi, bo: circuit constants. 

For the proportional measuring means : 

l;=Kcp (2.2) 

where l; : measuring variable, 

K: measuring sensitivity. 

For the integral action controlling means with cubic characteristic : 

where ki, k2, : constants. 

From (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) we obtain the control equation for cp and 11. 

b2'i/J +b1q; +bo<p + K k1r1cp-K3k2r1cp3 = r2a 

Here, we introduce new quantities : 

(l)a2=bo/b2 , 

R=kK~ 1 bo b1 ' 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

and represent the differentiation with respect to -r by dot, then we can transform 

(2.4) into the following equation. 
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3. Approximate Solution of Control Equation and Its Stability. 

If the control circuit represented by control equation (2.6) is subjected to 

sinusoidal excitation 11 = 110 sin ur:, we obtain as the steady solutions one with the 

same frequency as that of excitation and the other with a frequency different from 

that of excitation. The former is called the harmonic response and is represented 

by the form 

<p = <p1 sin ur: + <P2 cos ur: ; (3.1) 

and the latter is the so-called combined response which may approximately be 

expressed by 

(3.2) 

a) Harmonic response. 

In order to determine the stability of the solution (3.1) of equation (2.6), we 

assume that <p1 and <pz are slowly varying function of the time r:, and differential 

quotients of order two or higher of <Pi and q;1 are negligible as compared with q;1 

and q;2• Substituting (3.1) into (2.6) and taking the followings into consideration 

cp = cp1 sin ur: + cp2 cos ur: + </J1U cos ur: - -<P2U sin ur: , 

ip=2cp1u cos ur:--2ci;2u2 --<p1u2 sin ur:--<p2u2 cos ur , 

'¢= --•rp1u2 sin ur:- -<p2U2 cos ur:~-q;1u 3 cos ur: + q;2u 3 sin ur: , 

11=110 sinur:, 

and, in addition, putting 

2 R---1 
</Ji - (3/4)T ( we assume R> 1) 

r= <po/<pi, F= S!10 
- <pi , 

we obtain 

In the steady state we have 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 
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x=O, 

Therefore, if we represent the values of x, y, r and cp0 in the steady state by x 0 , 

Yo, r 0 and cp00 respectively, (x0, Yo) shows singular point in x, y-plane. 

In this state, equation (3.7) becomes 

Hence, 

S(R 1) e~-_:_u; --ri )x0 u(l- -u2 )y0 =0 

R 2 
u(l- u 2 )x0 +S(R--l)( R~~; -ro2 )y0 =uF 

[ u2(l---u2)2 + s2(R-~l)2(~_:_u; --ro2f]ro2=u2F2 

ro2 (l--u2
) 

Xo= F 

r 0
2S(R-l)(~--r/) 

Yo= uF 

\ 

} (3.8) 

(3.9) 

Particularly, in the case of no external excitation to the control circuit, i.e. F=O, 

we obtain from (3.8) or (3.9) 

u=l, 

and, also, from (3.5) and (3.6) 

R- 1 
cpl= ({Jo/= (3/4)T (3.10) 

Then we can see that ({)t represents the amplitude of the free nonlinear oscillation 

of the circuit. We further observe that, in the case of R<l, the circuit. has no 

self-excited oscillation, and as the control sensitivity R increases, the amplitude 

of the free nonlinear oscillation increases, and also as the nonlinearity T increases, 

the amplitude decreases. 

In Fig. 1 are shown response curves, taking Fas a parameter, which represent 

the relation between the square of frequancy, u 2, and the square of amplitude, r 0
2 , 

given by (3.9). 

b) Stability of harmonic respon~. 

In· order to determine the stability of the solution, it is convenient to consider 

the solution curve of the following differential equation obtained from (3.7) in the 

x, y-plane; 
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Fig. 1. Response curves for the harmonic oscillations and their stability. 

dy_ Ax+By+u(I-3u2 )F Y(x,y) 
dx Cx+Dy+2su2F X(x,y) 

A= --u~(l--u2)(1--3u2)-2S2(R- l)(R-u
2 
-r2 )1 

t R -1 l 

B= · sf (R-l)(l·-·3u2
) ( ~u; -r 2

) +2u2 (1--u2)} (3.11) 

C =--Sf (R-1)(1--3u2 ) (R-u9 
- r 2 ) +2u2 (1 . u2 ) l 

( R-1 J 

D=u)(l u2 )(1--3u2 )-2S2(R-l)(R- -u
2

. -rz)l 
( R I J 

For the purpose of investigating the character of the neighbourhood of singular 

point (x0, y 0 ) as steady solution, we transform the origin to (x0, y 0 ). 

Putting 

Y=Yo+Yi, 

we develop the numerator and denominator in the right hand side of (3.11) in 

powers of x 1 and Yr, and reject all but the linear terms in x1 and y 1• The result 

is the following approximate differential equation in x1 and y 1• 

Putting 

dyi _ A1X1 + B1Y1 
dx1 - C1x1 + D1Y1 

A1= -(R ·1)[ (1 -3u2 ){"(1-:=_~
2

>--2Sx0Yo}--2S2uf~-~u; -(r02 +2x0
2
)}] 

B 1 = - -S(R 1) [ (l· -3u2
) f ~-:-;~ --(rl+2Y0

2
)} +2u{"(1-_~

2

} +2Sx0y 0}] (3.12) 
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C1 = -S(R- -1) { (1-- 3u2
) /t-;~ --(ra2 +2x0

2
)} +2u{u(:;_~

2

) -2Sx0y 0 n 
D1 = (R -1) [ (1 -3u2 ){u(1 ~~

2

) +2Sx0y 0}-2s2uf ~ u; (ru2 +2Yo2
)}] 

j 
By the theorem of Poincare this differential equation has the same type of singu

larity as that of differential equation (3.11) in x and y, unless A1D1 -B1C1=0. 

Hence, we can classify the types of the singularities by the forms of integral 

curves in the neighbourhood of the singularity as follows: 

- _4R-- u2 r 2_, 3r 4}] 
R~l o r o 

= - · {4S2u2 + (3u2 · 1 )2 } E(r0
2, 

B1 +C1 =4S(R -1)(3u2 -1) [l !i_~u
2 

2 R ·1 

=4S(R -1)(3u2 --1) [pc -r0
2

] 

{
B 1 +C1<0··•stable nodes 

IA1D1··B1C1<0 
(B1- -C1 ) 2 +4A1D 1>0 B1 +C1>0··•unstable nodes 

)A1D1 --B1C1>0 ·· · ······ : ..... ·· saddles 

{
B1+C1<0 ························Stable nodes 

(B1 ·C1) 2 +4A1D1=0 
B1+C1>0 ························Unstable nodes 

{
B1 +C1<0 ························Stable spirals or centers 

(B1 -C1)
2 

r-4A1D1<0 Bi+Ci>O ·· • ·· • ·· • ·· • •· • •· • •··•·•unstable spirals or 
centers 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

The domains in which these singularities exist on the u2, ra2-plane are shown in 

Fig. 1 and the fact that the curve E(ra2, u 2 ) =0 coincides with the locus of 

vertical tangent of the response curves, is assured by calculating $~:~ = 0 from 

(3.9). 

c) Non-harmonic response 

We see from Fig. 1 that for arbitrarily given F the oscillations are unstable 

in some range of u ; that is, there exists no stable harmonic oscillation. In this 

case, what response will the system show? We can give a solution to this problem 

by investigating the possibility of occurrence of stable or unstable limit cycle 

{x(i-), y(i-)} on x, y-plane. Then we consider the character of the integral curves 
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of (3.11) for large values of x and y on the x, y-plane in order to determine the 

possibility of limit cycles. Now, if the values of x and y are large enough,· we 

can approximately express (3.11) as follows; 

Putting 

we have 

dy _ -2Sux+ (l-3u2)y 
dx - (1-3u2 )x+2Suy 

a= -2Su, b=l-3u2, C=l-3u2, d=2Su, 

b+c=2(1-3u2
), 

therefore, we may conclude that ; 

if u2> 1/3, ; stable spirals 

if u 2<1/3, ; unstable spirals 

Consequently, if we consider the large circle centered at the origin, in case u2<1/3, 

the integral curves diverge out of the circle and tend to infinity as t" increases, 

and in case u 2>1/3, the integral curves converge into the circle. In this circle 

there exist several singuralities, numbers and types of which are different accord

ing as the values of u2, so we cannot say anything concrete about the general 

property of the integral curves. Hence we must study the character of integral 

curves case by case. However, this is very difficult and we will not go into this 

here. We can only state as follows. In the domain where 

as will be seen from equation (3.14), there exists a spiral point which is singular 

and for the large values of x and y, the integral curve converges into the circle 

as t" increases, so that there exists at least one stable limit cycle. 

d) Combined response 

When the integral curves of (3.11) have a limit cycle, the oscillation corre

sponding to the limit cycle <p / ({)i = x cos Ut" + y sin Ut" may be considered to be affected 

by phase and amplitude modulation, since x and y would be periodic function of 

t" with large periods. To quantitatively investigate this oscillation it would seem 

reasonable to replace the general form ( 3.1) by a sum of two simple harmonic 

oscillations, as follows : 

(3.15) 

The quantities <p1 , u,, 01 , 'Ph and Oh are all constants. The 1st and 2nd terms of 

the right hand side of (3.15) respectively show the free and harmonic components 
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· of the combination oscillation. 

Now, we have from (3.15) 

q;,3 = ; q;,/ sin (urr: +{Jr) -- ; q;,/ sin 3(urr: +Or)+ ! <ph3 sin (ur: + Oh) 

-.! 'Ph3 sin 3(ur:+Oh) + ! 'Pl'Ph{2 sin (ur:+Oh) 

-sin[(2urr:+u)r:+28_,.+0h] +sin[(2ur-u)r:+28r-Oh]} 

+ ; 'Pr'Ph2{2 sin (u/r + Or )-sin [ (2ur: +ur )r:+28h +Or] 

+sin[(2u--ur)r:+20h--Orl} + · ·· · ·· · ·· 

If we neglect the terms of higher harmonics, we can obtain 

<p8 = ! <pr('Pl+2<ph2
) sin (uf't'+Or) 

+ ! 'Ph('Ph2 +2<pl) sin (ur:+Oh) } 

(3.16)a 

(3.16)b 

From the above expression, we have the following sets of equations as before. 

3 S{ R--ul--4 T( 'Pl +2<ph2
) }'Pr=O 

u1 (1--ul)fPr=O 

[S{R-u2 -- ! T(<ph2 +2<p,2)} cos Oh --u(l--u2 ) sin Oh]fPh=O 
(3.17) 

[S{R- -u2 -- ! T( 'Ph2 + 2<p,2)} sin oh +u(l--u2
) cos 01i]<ph =SaoU 

From the 1st and 2nd of the relations (3.17) we conclude that, if <pr~O; 

(3.18) 

Here, if we put 

(3.19) 

we. have from the 3rd and 4th equation of (3.17), 

(3.20) 

From (3.18) and (3.19), we find 

x,,2 =1--r2 , xl=l--2xh2 =2r2-l 

1/2~r2~1 , l/22:xh22:0 , O~xl~l . 
} (3.21) 

In other words, r2 can exist only between the values of J and 1, and outside of 

this range there exists no combination oscillation. From (3.20) and (3.21) we 

obtain 
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(3.22) 

From the above equation we can evaluate xh2, then r 2 and xl, (3.21) is applicable 

only for sufficiently large values of F. Therefore, we have a better approximation 

for <p3 in the vicinity of u 2 = 1, considering the last terms of both 1st and 2nd 

bracket { } of (3.16)a when the value of Fis so small that a part of the response 

curves enter the saddle region. Transforming (3.16)a and omitting higher 

harmonics, we have the following expression. 

In this case, we have the following sets of equations: 

3 S{R-ul-4 T(<p,2+ (f)h2 ) }<p1=0 

u1(l-ul)<p1=0 

[S{R--u2 
- ! • T(<ph2 + cp,2)} cos Oh---u(l-u2

) sin Oh]C/'h=O 

In case C/'J=t'-0, we find from (3.24)a and (3.24h; 

2 2- 2_ R-1 2 
({JJ +cp,. =ifJoo - 3/4·T =({)1 

Hence, we obtain 

X11
2+xl=r2 =1 , 
• u2pz 

x,.-= (l-u2)2(s2+u2) } 

a) 

b) 

c) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

From (3.26) we find that x,.2 increases as u 2-:>l and the value exceeds 1 for some 

value of u, and in this range there exists no combination oscillation given by 

· (3.10). Therefore, in case xh2>I, the 1st equation of (3.26) be::>omes invalid. The 

range of non-existence of combination oscillation is given by the following expres

sion. 

The above expression is nothing but the range of u2 in which the harmonic 

response curves given by (3.9) have the value r/>1. Response curves for combina

tion oscillations given by (3.21), (3.22) and (3.26) are shown in Fig. 2 with 

harmonic response curves. 
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Fig. 2. Response curves for harmonic and combination oscillations. 

4. Conclusion. 

The response of the nonlinear closed loop control system under a periodic 

excitation, of which the control equation is a nonlinear differential equation of the 

third order represented by equation (2.6), is very similar to the solution of the 

well-known nonlinear differential equationC1J of the second order x--e(1-x2 )x+x 

=Po sin wt investigated by Van der Pol, Andronow and Witt on the vacuum tnbe 

circuit. The response curves for both harmonic and combination oscillations of 

the system have the same appearance as in the case treated by Andronow and 

Witt. In addition, the domains of distribution of the singularities on -r02, u2-plane 

are very similar to those in the case of Andronow and Witt within a compara

tively large range which contains u2 = 1. 

We have found the difference of two cases at the critical curves of stability, 

i. e. there exist some stable harmonic oscillations in the range of both small and 

large values of u, even if the amplitude of oscillations is small. 
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